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Crack angelina annone quic. .Q: Web Service routing in asp.net webforms I have an asp.net
webforms application and I am currently exploring the use of asp.net MVC. While with ASP.NET

WebForms, my routing code lives in Global.asax, is there any simple way to 'inject' that code with
my MVC project? A: If you have a simple application, then you can simply create your own routing
with your MVC project. If you want to keep control of the routes, you will have to write your own

route that calls into the asp.net standard routing. You might want to take a look at RouteExtensions.
Q: Spring OAuth2 application REST API I want to implement OAuth2 functionality for my REST API. My

REST API needs to interact with a client application. With Authorization code flow, I should have to
call the server with the OAuth2 token to the client application and server should decide whether to
redirect to the client or allow the client application access to the server. Question: Is this the right

way to implement authentication of a REST API? A: The main problem when adding security concerns
to REST API is also error handling. A common mistake is to allow end user to send valid request, but
with invalid token (username or password are wrong). Then some error message should appear, with
the best opportunity for telling the user that something is wrong. After some time it is important that
the user become familiar with that message. In OAuth2 case, login, login success or login failure are

events, but different events. If the login is success, the token must be valid until it expires. If it is
success but the token is invalid, the browser itself can prevent that request and even tell the user
the error occurred. If the token is valid, the request can be allowed without any restriction. Q: How

can I get a push notification alert when a post that the user likes is liked by someone else? I'm using
firebase to do push notifications and I want to know how I can get a notification about when a post
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